[Comparative study of the radiation oxidation and x-ray chemiluminescence of globular proteins].
Regularities of radiation oxidation (oxygen absorption for irradiation) and X-ray chemoluminescence of human serum albumin solutions have been studied. The oxidative rate was shown to be proportional to chemoluminescence intensity under various experimental conditions. the yield values for radiation oxidation of natural amino acids, glycyl-tryptophane and some other proteins were obtained. These values for amino acids changed in the range of 1.4 to 6, the mean value for amino acid yield was about 3.5 oxygen molecules/100 eV. Protein oxidation yield was in the range of 1.6 to 4. Correlation of the yields with respect to macromolecule spiralization was carried out. The difference in the yields of radiation oxidation protein can be related to higher duration of free radical life-span of amino acid residues forming the spirals that promotes formation of peroxy radicals. The difference of chemoluminescence yields for various proteins can be accounted for by different locations of tryptophan residues accessible for active products of water radiolysis and by the presence of various quantities of arginine in macromolecules. The mechanisms of chemical conversions of tryptophanyl peroxy radicals resulting in the formation of electron-excited states were discussed.